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This auction house has organized in the past ten years (2009-2018) at least 13
auctions of artworks attributed to Adolf Hitler (1889-1945). Offered were 84
works allegedly made by Hitler (watercolors, oil paintings, pastel and sketches).
A number of the offered works were accompanied by fraudulous Certificates of
Authenticity (CoA) issued by known CoA swindlers as Peter Jahn and Hans O.A.
Horváth.
Total revenue: at least 312,500.- euro (hammer prices 250,000.- euro + 25%
provision).
None of these 'Hitler's' are authentic, as they don't fit the general description of
Hitler's watercolors from 1910-1913, as established by Dr. Karl Springer of the
Viennese police, 1936.* None of these works resemble in anything the authentic
Hitler works registered by the NSDAP Hauptarchiv in 1936-1940.**
Furthermore, the wide variety of styles of the works sold by Mullock's is a clear
indication that these works were made by several artists, after 1945.
* Dr. Karl Springer. Bundes Polizeidirektion Wien, Sicherheitsbureau, s.B. 17105/36, November-December 1936.
NSDAP Hauptarchiv NS 26/2599; Bundesarchiv Berlin.
** NSDAP Hauptarchiv NS 26; Bundesarchiv Berlin.
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Mullock's conditions of sale
11c. (...) neither the Vendors nor the Auctioneers are responsible

for the authenticity, attribution, genuineness, origin,
authorship, date, age, period, condition of quality of any lot. All
statements whether made orally or contained in any catalogue,
advertising matter, or made in any manner as to any such
matters, are statements of opinion and are not to be taken as or
implying, statements or representation of fact . Purchasers are
deemed to have satisfied themselves by inspection or otherwise, as to all such
matters and as to the physical description of any lot. Neither the Vendor

nor the Auctioneer make or give, nor has any person in the
employ of the Auctioneers or Vendors any authority to make or
give a representation or warranty, and in any event, neither the
Vendor nor the Auctioneers are responsible for any statement
howsoever made or expressed. (...)
12. Returns

It is the responsibility of the purchaser to ascertain the
authenticity and condition of any lot prior to sale. (...) We must
point out that autographs and documents returned on the
grounds of their authenticity MUST be accompanied by a
written and signed statement by an identified authority
qualified to offer an opinion on authenticity, stating exactly why
the authenticity of the document is challenged. This statement
should include factual information as to why the authenticity of
the document is challenged in addition to mere opinion . We are
12a.

NOT PREPARED TO ACCEPT verbal statements that ‘an expert (anonymous) has
been consulted and he does not feel that the document is authentic’ as grounds
for return of documents and refunds.
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/terms-conditions

The Hitler-Butterfly, 2019
On Saturday February 23, 2019 Mullock's is planning to auction this work:

Description by Mullock's: "Watercolour Painting – Adolf Hitler – Signed and
Donated to the hospital of Beelitz in 1916 – depicts a yellow Butterfly. To the
reverse hand-written confirmation of the Red-Cross leading sister, with the
official hospital Stamp to the reverse. The painting’s private owner was one of
the German Luftwaffe’s youngest bomber-pilots, shot twice over France in 1944
and was awarded the ‘Flugzeugführer’-[Pilot/Observer badge],
[Segelflugzeugführerabzeichen’ [Glider Pilot Badge] and Verwundetenabzeichen‘
[Wound Badge]. He originally purchased the painting from Belgium."
Guide Price: £4800.00 - £5000.00
Source: https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-724657watercolour_painting_adolf_hitler_signed_and.html

Survey 2009-2018
April 23, 2009 - 13 watercolors, 1 oil painting, 'Hitler's' easel.
Hammer prices: more than € 100,000.- euro / £ 95,000. -.
All with Certificates of Authenticity (CoA's) issued by the repeatedly for fraud
cases convicted Austrian criminal (Franz) Peter Jahn (1904-1990).

This would be a selfportrait by Hitler. This figure is marked with an X, to leave no doubt about
it....

Reuters, 26-03-2009: "I’ve seen quite a bit of Hitler art, and the subjects tend to
be the same,” said Richard Westwood-Brookes, a historical documents expert
who will be holding the sale for Mullock’s. He said Hitler liked to paint pictures
of flowers, especially roses, and romantic landscapes with cottages."
Van den Born & Droog, 2019: Hitler only made watercolors, depicting cityscapes of
Vienna and Munich, with two exceptions: a watercolor of a house in 1907 and a
portrait of an army buddy in 1915.
The depicted bridge is Clapper Bridge at Postbridge in Dartmoor National Park,
Devon (UK). Hitler never visited England.
© Copyright Maigheach-gheal and licensed
for reuse under this Creative Commons Licence.
https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/297113

Adolf Hitler's first self-portrait up for auction. The Telegraph, London, 25-03-2009.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/germany/5049096/Adolf-Hitlers-first-self-portrait-up-forauction.html
David Wilkes. Face of a monster. self-portrait of Hitler painted when he was just 21 revealed at auction. The Daily
Mail, London, 25-03-2009.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1164780/Face-monster-Self-portrait-Hitler-painted-just-21-revealedauction.html
Reuters. Hitler's paintings to go on sale in Britain. Reuters, 26-03-2009.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-auction-hitler/hitlers-paintings-to-go-on-sale-in-britainidUSTRE52P45S20090326
ANP. Hitler-schilderijen onder de hamer. Het Parool, Amsterdam, 26-03-2009.

https://www.parool.nl/kunst-en-media/hitler-schilderijen-onder-de-hamer~a233391/
Sven Felix Kellerhoff. Ist dieses Selbstporträt von Adolf Hitler echt? Die Welt, Berlin, 30-03-2009.

https://www.welt.de/kultur/article3466271/Ist-dieses-Selbstportraet-von-Adolf-Hitler-echt.html
Amanda Price. UK auction house denies Hitler paintings are fake. The Local.de, 30-03-2009.

https://www.thelocal.de/20090330/18325
Merlijn Schoonenboom. Toch weer discussie over zondagsschilder Hitler. De Volkskrant, Amsterdam, 01-04-2009.
https://www.volkskrant.nl/recensies/toch-weer-discussie-over-zondagsschilder-hitler~a325502/
Hitler's art attracts big sale prices. CNN, 23-04-2009.
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/europe/04/23/hitler.auction/index.html
Ruim een ton voor aquarellen Hitler. Het Parool, Amsterdam, 24-04-2009.
https://www.parool.nl/kunst-en-media/ruim-een-ton-voor-aquarellen-hitler~a238969/
David Irving. April 25, 2009 (Saturday). Radical's Diary, Windsor (England), 25-04-2009.
http://www.fpp.co.uk/docs/Irving/RadDi/2009/240409.html#fakes

2009 (October 1) - 13 watercolors and oil paintings.
Nothing sold. Next to 'Hitler's' watercolors and painings also an etch was offered,
supposedly drawn from life by Emma Lowenstramm in 1909, depicting Adolf
Hitler and Lenin playing chess.
Offered again on auction on April 15, 2010, as lot 382. Then estimated at
£20,000 - £40,000.

Dylan Loeb McClain. Based on Life or Frantasy, a picture Goes to Auction. The New York Times, New York, 29-092009.
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/30/arts/design/30hitler.html
Hitler paintings failed to attract interest. Shropshire Star, 02-10-2009.
https://www.shropshirestar.com/news/2009/10/02/hitler-paintings-fail-to-attract-interest/
Historical Documents, Autographs & Ephemera. Thursday 15 April 2010 10:30. Mullocks Specialist Auctioneers,
Church Stretten, 2010. Auction catalog.
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ukauctioneers.com/pdf_catalogues/473_no_images.pdf

2010 (April 15) - 7 watercolors, 2 pastels, 1 oil painting, 11 sketches
Supposedly some of the sketches Hitler made for his entry exams for art school,
1907. Lots 384 - 405.

Needless to say: these
were forgeries too. Hitler
lacked both the talent and
the skill to produce
sketches like these.

To make it even more ridiculous The Telegraph asked Michael Liversidge,
Emeritus Dean of Arts at Bristol University, head of that department for 21 years,
for his opinion:
"Of course, remembering the Hitler diaries which turned out to be turkeys, one
has to be careful though these do look authentic and presumably have been
checked out as to their provenance. (...) And he doesn't yet have much in the way
of technical skill, but it's not so bad that one can't imagine him learning especially when he's bolder with the charcoal or black chalk." (...)
The pastels, the oil painting and three watercolors were accompanied by
Certificates of Authenticity issued by Hans O.A Horváth, a known art swindler
from Vienna (Austria).
To lot 404 (watercolor 'The Maximilinaeum - view with bridge in foreground',
signed 'A.H. 1914') belonged a Coa issued by a 'Prof. Ernst Wilkinghoff' from
München, dated May 3rd 1968, in which was claimed that the work originated
from Frau Helen Schwaiger. She supposedly was a Munich waitress, who had
given the 'poor' young artist food and drinks, in 1913-1914. As payment Hitler
allegedly gave her 21 watercolors and sketches. This work was previously
auctioned in 1985, as lot 869 in Phillips Sale at Blenstock House 'Memorabilia
from the Two World Wars' June 6th 1985.
About lot 405 (watercolor 'Das Siegestor', signed A.H. '1914) the auctioneer
stated: "Provenance: Lot 870 in Phillips Sale at Blenstock House 'Memorabilia
from the Two World Wars' June 6th 1985. Accompanied by photocopy of a letter
from Dr Karl Exner of Munich, Art Historian and nephew of the artist Willie
Exner, known for his celebrated portrait of Hitler. The letter states that the
painting was considered original by Prof Wilkinghoff from Hitler's Munich
period of 1913-14."
If this waitress and 'Professor Ernst Wilkinghoff' ever existed remains the question.

One of the strangest works was this, lot 390:

Description by auctioneer: "Hitler watercolour showing a figure (resembling
Hitler himself) dressed as a foundry worker, facing an allegorical figure dressed
in ancient clothing who is standing at his forge and is seen handing over his

forging tools to the 'Hitler' figure. In the background the Nazi swastika burns
bright in the fire from the forge.
Signed 'Adolf Hitler 1929' to base of image, which has been deliberately crafted
to provide a space for the entire right hand corner of the image. The blank
portion is annotated in ink '13 1/2cm' [with an indecipherable word]. It also
bears an official Nazi stamp of the Eagle and Swastika device with the date 3 Mai
1940 Verso bears a faint pencil sketch which could be a draft of the image.
Approx 320x270mm; it is possible that this is the design for a Nazi propaganda
poster and if this is so, and is the work of Adolf Hitler it is of the greatest rarity.
The imagery is crude but effective. The allegorical figure could be that of
Arminius, the German hero who defeated the might of the Roman Army in the
Teutoburg Forest in AD 9) and whom Hitler regarded as the 'founder of the
Reich' in that by defeating the Romans, Arminius (also known in Germany as
'Hermann') not only united the Germanic peoples but also ensured that the
Germanic territories unlike anywhere else in mainland Europe, remained selfdetermining and apart from the all conquering Roman Empire.
Here, the 'Arminius' figure is seen handing over the tools by which he forged the
Germanic states to a 'Hitler' figure, dressed as a hard toiling worker, who
presumably is receiving the mantle from his ancient predecessor in order to
continue the job.
Estimate: £12,000.00 - £15,000.00 "
This monstrosity was sold for £12,000.
Sources on April 15, 2010 auction
Dictator's art. The Daily Telegraph, London, 30-05-1985.
https://archive.org/details/TheDailyTelegraph1985UKEnglish
Hitler sketches that failed to secure his place at art academy to be auctioned. The Telegraph, London, 24-03-2010.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/art/art-news/7511134/Hitler-sketches-that-failed-to-secure-his-place-atart-academy-to-be-auctioned.html
Tekeningen waarop Hitler werd afgewezen onder de hamer. Historiek.net, 26-03-2010.

https://historiek.net/tekeningen-waarop-hitler-werd-afgewezen-onder-de-hamer/7520/
Adolf Hitler art to be auctioned. The Telegraph, London, [2010].
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/culturepicturegalleries/7512045/Adolf-Hitler-art-to-be-auctioned.html
Hitler's student sketches up for sale. CNN, 02-04-2010.
http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/europe/04/02/britain.hitler.sketches/index.html
Historical Documents, Autographs & Ephemera. Thursday 15 April 2010 10:30. Mullocks Specialist Auctioneers,
Church Stretten, 2010. Auction catalog.
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ukauctioneers.com/pdf_catalogues/473_no_images.pdf
Paul Fraser. £12,000 for 'Nazi propaganda painted by Hitler'. Paul Fraser Collectibles. [2010]. [Seen 06-04-2019].
https://www.justcollecting.com/miscellania/12-000-for-nazi-propaganda-painted-by-hitler

2010 (September) - 16 watercolors
Supposedly originating from 1908; village sights and landscapes.
Hammer prices 122,000.- euro.

"Mr [Richard] Westwood-Brookes [auctioneer of Mullock's] revealed the
paintings had come into his hands after they were found within a large estate in
the north of Austria by the high-flying lawyer who bought the whole estate. He
said: 'When he moved in they were all sat there in a cupboard.
'Many large well-known auction houses are Jewish owned so they refuse to
touch anything to do with Hitler due to policy.
'Across many countries in Europe such as France and Austria you can't sell them
by law as they believe it's glorifying Nazis.
'Ebay in those countries won't accept anything to do with him, so they have to be
sold outside the countries.'
The auction will take place at Ludlow Racecourse, Shrops, on September 30."
Watercolours painted by struggling young artist Adolf Hitler to go under the hammer. Daily Mail, 27-09-2010.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1315506/Adolf-Hitler-watercolour-paintings-hammer.html
Aquarellen Hitler brengen 122.000 euro op. Het Parool, Amsterdam, 30-09-2010
https://www.parool.nl/kunst-en-media/aquarellen-hitler-brengen-122-000-euro-op~a1022974/
Versteigerte Hitler-Bild ist Fälschung. Oe24 (Austria), 04-10-2010.
https://www.oe24.at/welt/Versteigertes-Hitler-Bild-ist-Faelschung/4054503

2012 (September 27) - 1 watercolor
Hammer prices $ 750

https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-51418-hitler_attributed_alpine_mountain_scene_church_and.html?
p=31

2013 (May 21) - 1 watercolor, 1 oilpainting
With CoA's by Hans O.A, Horváth. Lot 484 and 486, not sold.
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-61171painting_attributed_hitler_watercolour_depicting_ka
rlskirche.html?p=46
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-61173original_art_attributed_adolf_hitler_reh.html?p=47

2013 (August 21) - 1 watercolor
Hammer prices $ 7,808.-.
Paul Fraser. Hitler watercolour auctions for $ 7,808.- at
Mullocks. 23-08-2013.
https://www.paulfrasercollectibles.com/blogs/artphotography/hitler-watercolour-auctions-for-7-808at-mullocks

2015 (August 13) - 2 watercolors, 2 sketches
Hammer prices £ 3,500.-

https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-679671-attributed_adolf_hitler_1889_1945_study.html?p=19
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-679674-attributed_adolf_hitler_1889_1945_study.html?p=19
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-679677-attributed_adolf_hitler_1889_1945_study.html?p=20
Lot 367, not sold.
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-679678attributed_adolf_hitler_1889_1945_study.html?p=20

2015 (October 20) - 3 watercolors
Hammer prices £ 1,880.-

https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-686606adolf_hitler_attributed_watercolour_drawing_dated_1909.html?p=44
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-686604adolf_hitler_attributed_watercolour_dated_1911_moonlit.html?p=44
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-686608wwii_adolf_hitler_attributed_watercolour_depicting_alpine.html?p=44

2016 (June 30) - 1 watercolor
Hammer prices £ 1,800.-.
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-694850adolf_hitler_attributed_watercolour_date_1911_depicti
ng.html?p=54

2017 (February 28) - 1 watercolor and 1 oilpainting
Hammer prices £ 1.600,-.

https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-702659-adolf_hitler_attributed_oil_painting_dated_1910_depicts.html
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-702658-adolf_hitler_attributed_painting_depicting
_colourful_rural.html

2017 (July 6) - 4 watercolors and 1 oil painting
With at least one CoA issued by Hans O.A. Horváth (lot 573 / 706946).
Hammer prices £ 7,500.- pounds. The 'Hitler' oil painting that was sold in
February 2017 for £ 1,100.-was sold again at this auction. Now for £ 2,400.-

Also this oil painting (left) was
offered, with this description:
"Original Artwork – Geli Raubel’s
Grave a remarkable painting in oil on
canvass showing her grave with floral
tributes etc. This is unsigned so it is
impossible to say whether it can be
attributed to Adolf Hitler – Raubel
was Hitler’s niece and one time lover."
The guide price was £5000.00 £7000.00. It remained unsold.
The name of the girl was Geli Raubal.
not Raubel.
Rebecca Wilkin. Hitler’s paintings to be sold at auction next week. New York Post, 30-06-2017.
https://nypost.com/2017/06/30/hitlers-paintings-to-be-sold-at-auction-next-week/
Thomas Morton. Hitler's artwork to go under the hammer in Ludlow. Shropshire Star, 30-06-2017.
https://www.shropshirestar.com/news/local-hubs/south-shropshire/ludlow/2017/06/30/hitlers-artwork-togo-under-the-hammer-in-ludlow/
PTI. Five paintings by Adolf Hitler to go under the hammer in UK. Economic times / India Times, 02-07-2017.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/five-paintings-by-adolf-hitler-to-go-under-thehammer-in-uk/articleshow/59409419.cms
PTI. 4 paintings by German dictator Adolf Hitler auctioned for 7.500 pounds in UK. Asian Age, 09-07-2017.
http://www.asianage.com/world/europe/090717/4-paintings-by-german-dictator-adolf-hitler-auctioned-for7500-pounds-in-uk.html
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-706919-attributed_adolf_hitler_painting_water_colour.html
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-706921-attributed_adolf_hitler_painting_oil_depicts.html?p=48
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-706922-attributed_adolf_hitler_painting_depicts_rural.html
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-706946-attributed_adolf_hitler_artwork_durnstein_d.html
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-706947-attributed_adolf_hitler_artwork_alpine_bouquet.html?p=50
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-706948-original_artwork_geli_raubels_grave_remarkable.html

2017 (October 17)- 3 watercolors
Lot 603B / 709871 accompanied by CoA issued by Hans O.A. Horváth.
Hammer prices £ 8,500.-

https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-709871-attributed_adolf_hitler_artwork_altes_dorf.html
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-709902-attributed_adolf_hitler_painting_water_colour.html
https://www.mullocksauctions.co.uk/lot-709870-attributed_adolf_hitler_artwork_stilleben_still.html?p=54

